Almost Everywhere

Some Thoughts Concerning Fountains
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Context

I

have spent a considerable amount of time designing
fountains and have found them to be one of the most
frustrating aspects of the civilized landscape. Much of
the frustration comes from the nature of water itself: It
freezes, it leaks, it sprays in the wind, it provides an envi
ronment for growing slimy things, people pour soap in it
and drown in it. It seems odd to say it, but because we ex
pect water to be clean and to behave the way we want it to,
water needs to be taken care of and it is one of the things
we like to do the least.

So the governing factor in the design of fountains is
the use and enforcement of the maintenance contract.
After the photographer has left and the article is (iron
ically) splashed across the pages of the magazine, who
takes care of the bloody thing and for how long? If you
think I am exaggerating, you might start by looking
closely at all fountains and you will be amazed at how
many of them are not working. You might also ask
Mr. D’Este what the fountain maintenance bill was
last year for his house at Tivoli.
I have never quite come to terms with the problem of
sculpture as fountain or fountain as sculpture. No matter
which way you approach this concern, formal and mechan
ical problems abound. Aesthetics and practicalities collide
in ways I thought reserved for more utilitarian items. Part
of this problem comes from fountains often being located
in leftover pieces of property, simply trying to mask road
noise or provide visual punctuation. Seldom are they de
veloped as a group or sequence of water events, and very
seldom are they the primary reason for a civic space.
Scale is always a particular difficulty for fountains of any
kind. Is physical intimacy with the water desired? If so,
what do the attorneys have to say about intimacy and what
does this mean in terms of liability? The little town I call
home has about forty thousand people and our phone
book has one page listing artists and architects and fortytwo pages of attorneys. This gives some inkling about our
relation to liability and pools and sometimes fountains are
subjects of severe scrutiny and debate.

Three fountain heads of the Monaco Boulevard fountain complex I
designed and built in 1972. The pool has a hemispherical bottom
and consequently exceeds the current code requirements regarding
depth.
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This fountain delivers about three hundred gallons per minute. The primary intention of the complex was to use the water sounds to mask the
noise from the adjacent busy street. An aquatic buffer between street and condominium housing.
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On the day of this site visit, the complex was already open to the public, but we had to find one of the workers to get the fountain turned on for
photographs. He probably turned it off after we left. A sadly common occurrence, where the janitor has control of our supposedly public ameni
ties. Especially fountains. Four years after the complex was built and I was living thousands of miles away, I received a telephone call from the
developer who informed me that they were filling in the fountain to use it as a planter and wanted to know if I wanted to buy back the stainless
steel fountain elements. I almost crawled through the telephone wires to strangle him.
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Traffic triangles in America are some of the least developed and most ignored urban spaces. We would do well to look to
England and France to see what they have done with many of their roundabouts. This triangle in Denver was a competition
instigated by the city in conjunction with the adjacent Cherry Creek Shopping Center. I have no recollection why I was
selected for the commission. The basin is eighteen inches deep to conform with public safety code of the time. (1972) Notice
the unscripted child in the foreground is running toward the water.
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The construction of this project was possible because of and supervised by Robert Behrens.

The pointy upward bits in this and the previous Monaco
Boulevard fountain are a rather obvious reference to the
Rockies being this regions’ most important source of water.
A major consideration in the design of this fountain was the
intention to have it left on during the winter so it would
freeze and make icicle sculptures. I have visited in winter
and it was turned off. I have never seen a photograph to
indicate that this has icicle idea has ever happened.
Context
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Another left over. This time a traffic circle on private prop
erty in the front drop-off zone of a bank in Oxnard Cali
fornia. (1985)
I produced numerous drawings at the outset of the project,
but they all seemed like arbitrary re-hash from earlier proj
ects and had no connection to place.

I thought of ways I could tie the islands together as a group
and worked with fog and clouds as a possibility. All the
while thinking that there were three types of viewers. Pe
destrians, people passing by in cars and hundreds in the
bank tower looking down from above. (Who might think
this proposal looked like fried eggs instead of islands.)
Research into the region discovered a close connection to
the Channel Islands. (Now a National Park.) They consist
of eight islands in a 160 mile long archipelago and Ana
capa is the closest island to Oxnard.
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Those who know the most about the islands and the coast
are the sailors, fishermen and surfers and I thought it ap
propriate to use their navigational language to understand
the relation between the coast and the islands.

I went to the final presentation with ten alternatives, but
was most enamored of the above submittal because it ad
dressed the land as well as the island of Annacapa. The pre
sentation was made to the building developer and owner
rather than the tenant bank. The owner was a cartoon. Sit
ing at a huge desk in a loud Hawaiian shirt smoking a long
cigar and flashing a Rolex. He was surrounded by suits.
Six attorneys. The scene would have been hilarious, if it
were not serious business. I made the presentation with a
heavy emphasis on why I thought the Annacapa alterna
tive was the best choice. It had the least amount of water
and maintenance, distanced itself in a way that reduced
the ‘attractive nuisance’ factor and explored the idea that
islands were underwater too. The attorneys argued that
kids would throw soap suds in the water and that the glass
would be expensive to clean. I countered by saying “Kids
throw soap in all fountains, cleaning it up is just a cost of
doing business.” “In regard to cleaning the two glass panels,
I calculated there are seven acres of glass on this building
with special window cleaning scaffolding lowered periodi
cally from the roof and you don’t seem to be complaining
about that cost.”
I got paid for the proposals, but I was really glad I didn’t
get the commission.
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I have begun to wonder what it is that we expect from
fountains and have concluded that we expect civilization.
I mean that in the sense of civic. The common good. The
collective will . We build fountains because we can and be
cause they are an expression of exuberance uplift and glee.
It is not accidental that children run toward the water.
The rub comes when we have to take care of the bloody
things. Somehow landscape maintenance is more repug
nant than other kinds. We have so distanced ourselves from
the Earth and its processes that the idea of maintaining
something as exuberant as a fountain seems like a costly
extravagance. This may be true in America, but thankfully
it is not true everywhere in the world.
For a time I lived in the French town of L’Isle sur la Sorgue
and occasionally walked to the nearby village of Fontaine
de Vaucluse. This village inspired the poets Frédéric Mis
tral, François Pétrarque and the source for their inspiration
is at the head of the valley where the Sorgue river comes
forth from out of nowhere. Ninety cubic meters per sec
ond is an impressive sight and I have begun to think that
the Fontaine de Vaucluse is what we expect from American
fountains. They are supposed to issue forth spontaneously,
require no attention, and go on forever. Wouldn’t it be
wonderful if it happened like that everywhere?
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